Dual-wavelength digital holographic phase and fluorescence microscopy combining with Raman spectroscopy for micro-quartz pieces-based dual-channel encoded suspension array.
Dual-wavelength digital holographic phase and fluorescence microscopy (DW-DHPFM), combining with Raman spectroscopy, is designed to achieve the detection and analysis of biomolecules with a new dual-channel encoding method. This employs the Raman reporter molecules assembled micro-quartz pieces (MQPs) as microcarriers of suspension array (SA). The dual-wavelength digital holographic phase microscopy (DW-DHPM) and Raman spectroscopy are served as the decoding platforms, and the fluorescence microscopy is used to quantify target analytes. Considering the independence between encoding and label signal, the above two encoding channels could effectively avoid the crosstalk in immunoassay process, and the combination of two encoding methods expand the encoding capacity with a considerable magnitude. Accurate and stable decoding abilities are verified by multiplexed immunoassay experiment and the quantitative analysis of targets with high-sensitivity is confirmed by concentration gradient experiments.